
dissolution and 
realignment of 
trust 
--->
reputations-
based rights (eg 
voting, jobs, etc.

dissolution and 
realignment of 
trust 
--->
online 
reputations more 
important.

Nokia 1100 Club

retrotech / 
humantech / 
digital nostalgia

importance of 
health and the 
search for 
wellbeing

family:
what changes in 
structure?

energy technical issues 
driven by 
innovation

distributed 
fabrication

freedom property growth of 
personal value

copyright / IP 
legislation

lifestages are 
homogenised

importance of 
large but human 
scale groups 
increases

bluetooth

valve amplifier 
ipod docks
vintage iPod

wood enclosures 
on consumer 
electronics

retro inspired 
interpretations of 
cutting edge tech

physical 
proximity of 
devices / human 
integration / 
personal area 
networks (PANS)

new term "bipod"
 meaning two 
people sharing 
one set of ipod 
headphones

effect

(representation
or manifestation 
of a trend) 

issues

(subjects to 
inquire into in 
order to 
understand the 
trend)

enabler

(things that exist 
or will exist to 
make something 
possible)

candidate

(big trend, idea or 
area)

the future of work

importance of 
privacy

attention - the 
value of 
attention. will 
people charge for 
their eyeballs?

living in public 
(redcoat/
blackcoat)

microbrands
personal 
branding - 
increasingly 
common / 
diverting revenue 
from megabrands

living in public 
(redcoat/
blackcoat)

new social 
currencies

D.A.R.T.

- dialogue
- access to data
- shared risk 
management
- transparency

we we still share 
/ can we share?

we can no longer 
make 
assumptions on 
the basis of age

composite 
identities

identities are 
expressed in 
parallel channels 
and may not 
cross over at all.

self-
determination

new USA 
administration / 
impact of

freedoms and 
risk are the two 
sides of the same 
coin

I leave my wifi 
open for all to 
share

what is my 
privacy worth?

can I share?

future work - 
ownership of 
means of 
production

what is my 
privacy worth?

e-governement 
by social 
software is 
working see 
change.org

gated 
communities

ethical
renaissance

we are all
value creators

red coat
black coat

megamicro

unforeseen
connections

crowdsource find meaning

qualify by existing 
knowledge of user

Search

Neil

Content
(Project Marvel)

Ian

collaborative 
workshops

see "concerns 
and solutions" 

screen

Location
and place

German

locations are 
content

allow change / 
wander = human-

scale

place-based 
means simple 
everyday tasks

people-based 
services are tricky

need to be fluid

Social graph

Bettina

important to 
understand 

network 
mechanisms

aggregation - 
limited but still 

useful

social graph
-->

social space

difficult to manage 
data:

openid / 
lifestreams / 

actionstreams etc.

Project Galaxy

German

challenge: 
differentiation in 

post iPhone 
handset world

need unique 
meaning in action 

-->
 hardware 
paradigm

Lifestream

Krishna

system is allowed 
to forget

find meaning
via condensing

challenge: visual 
v. textual / 
information 

"resolution and 
density"

need: work with 
preciousness 

(human)

NOW Essential

Heather

progressives are 
agents of change

progressives:
not one group, 

could be 
anywhere, not 

age-related

what is the 
significance of 

world cities

importance of 
tribes (from 

Shoreditch to 
Southall)

growth of "world 
cities"

urban tribes
(tribal subnets)

Social digital 
currency
(Kasklash)

Heather

worth of personal 
currency: 

attention, privacy, 
knowledge, assets

de-commodification

life with 
impermanence

2012 card candidates based on programme work and preliminary brainstorm. 

Stimulus for workshops.

micro projectors

new term 
"guerilla cinema"

films projected on 
ad-hoc surfaces 
for groups or 
individuals

2012

Politics

Soft 
capitalism

Public 
services

Legal

Copyright

Economy

advertising

EMAPA/
Western 
Europe

Consumer to 
Prosumer / 
crowdsourci

ng

Social

Exchange 
values

Social 
currency

Property
Economy of 

sharing

Privacy / 
Transparency

Leisuretime 
vs. Worktime

Entertainmen
t

Work

Mobility

definition of 
home

Public space

Consumptio
n

Forgetting

Life stages

Death

Retirement

Identity

Gadgets

Anxiety

Environment

Valorisation 
of Decay

Energy

Health

Aging

Diseases

Diseases of 
civilisation

Detection & 
intervention

augmented 
virtuality / 
augmented 
reality

several possible?

robotics

new display 
technologies

- holography

interfaces

- sensor tech
- touch UI
- voicerec
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aging 
population

urbanisation

Privacy and 
identity

Yasmina

conclusions ?

"love or need"

goods and 
energy will be 
produced in a 
networked way 

commissioning 
ffod from a 
network of 
farmers --> 
redefining what a 
commodity is

"need" will be re-
evaluated

more robust 
criteria for 
proving value 
become more 
widespread

extremes of love 
for purchases 
made

received notion 
of status will be 
shaken up

--->

redefinition of 
wealth

renting home 
NOT buying

questioning 
permanence

shared 
ownership model 
from housing 
spreads to other 
areas

swift and 
temporary 
personalisation
--->
open source 
serial 
personalisation

new vision of 
"custodianship"

usage = new 
ownership

"trial period" 
ownership

taking it slow

2 internets

slowing down

2-pace society

slow purchasescauses and 
activism are likely 
to increase in 
importance
--->
wider-scale of 
cause 
involvements

sub-nuclear and 
flexible families

co-housing and 
communes

helicopter 
grandparents

background of 
media surfaces 
ELP

light for its own 
sake won't exist

we will see 
personal energy 
and 
environmental 
allocation (eg 
personal energy 
measurement) 

other trend ideas

inclusion 
diplomacy ?

overwhelmed by 
digital 
interactions ? 
(digital interactive 
tables, 
projections, 
handhelds etc)

weather 
extremes 
continue

upward on a new 
curve ?

long tail


